The programmable and digital metamaterials or metasurfaces presented recently have huge potentials in designing real-time-controlled electromagnetic devices. Here, we propose the first transmissiontype 2-bit programmable coding metasurface for single-sensor and single-frequency imaging in the microwave frequency. Compared with the existing single-sensor imagers composed of active spatial modulators with their units controlled independently, we introduce randomly programmable metasurface to transform the masks of modulators, in which their rows and columns are controlled simultaneously so that the complexity and cost of the imaging system can be reduced drastically. Different from the single-sensor approach using the frequency agility, the proposed imaging system makes use of variable modulators under single frequency, which can avoid the object dispersion. In order to realize the transmission-type 2-bit programmable metasurface, we propose a two-layer binary coding unit, which is convenient for changing the voltages in rows and columns to switch the diodes in the top and bottom layers, respectively. In our imaging measurements, we generate the random codes by computer to achieve different transmission patterns, which can support enough multiple modes to solve the inverse-scattering problem in the single-sensor imaging. Simple experimental results are presented in the microwave frequency, validating our new single-sensor and single-frequency imaging system.
Scientific RepoRts | 6:23731 | DOI: 10.1038/srep23731 spatial modulators 26, 27 , which are the important components for the imaging system and spatial signal processing. The design of spatial modulators using metasurfaces requires that the unit cells with changing texture sizes can overlap 360-degree phase variance under the high transmission rate. For the generalized Snell's law which introduces the concept of phase discontinuities, the transmission rate is limited to 25% under the cross polarization 27 . For the Huygens metasurfaces, the unit cells are hard to design to satisfy the electric and magnetic resonances under the same frequency. Owing to the high transmission rate and easy realization, the cascaded transmit-array metasurfaces are frequently adopted as the spatial modulators, although they suffer from the thick unit cells composed of multiple layers.
In the imaging area, metamaterials with the negative index of refraction were introduced to realize the perfect image under the ideal case 28 , which opens the door for metamaterial imaging. Based on the theory of amplifying evanescent waves 28 , super-and hyper-lenses have been proposed [29] [30] [31] [32] , which can achieve super-resolution imaging in experiments. Distinguished from the super/hyper-lens approaches [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , metamaterials or metasurfaces have also contributions in the wave-front reconstruction or calculation imaging. More recently, the holographic imaging has rapidly developed by using metasurfaces 33 , which can generate arbitrary optical images with different recordings of the hologram. Ni et al. presented the thinnest hologram to modulate both amplitudes and phases in the visual band, which produces high-resolution and low-noise images with the aids of complementary V-type nano-antennas 34 . Simultaneously, by using the plasmonic metasurfaces, Zhang et al. have reconstructed images of complex objects in the optical band with eliminating the undesired effects of multiple diffractions 35 , and also made the meta-hologram reach 80% conversion efficiency between two circular-polarization states 36 .
More recently, coding, digital, and programmable metamaterials have been presented 37, 38 , providing a new way to describe metamaterial. In the reflection-type 1-bit programmable metamaterial 37 , the unit cells were controlled by the field programmable gate array (FPGA) to reach zero reflection phase ("0" state) or 180-degree reflection phase ("1" state). Then the reflections and scattering of electromagnetic waves can be manipulated by changing the "0" and "1" states of each unit cell in real time by FPGA, realizing instant switch among different functionalities, such as single-beam reflection, multi-beam scattering, and diffusions 37 . However, transmission-type programmable metamaterial has not been reported yet, which has more application potentials.
In this article, we propose a novel transmission-type 2-bit programmable metasurface and then present a single-sensor and single-frequency imaging system in the microwave frequency, which makes use of only one sensor with multi-mode measurements to reconstruct the object. In our design, the coding unit contains two layers, which is convenient for changing the voltages in rows and columns to switch the diodes in the top and bottom layers. We use computer to manipulate FPGA to deliver the random binary codes "0" and "1" for switching the diode states on the unit cells, which results in the change of transmission features of the whole metasurface. Due to the dyadic states in each layer of the unit cell, the whole aperture can be made 2-bit coding programmable. For the transmission performance of the 2-bit units, we need enough phase variety between coding units to keep high transmission amplitudes. Then, excited by a single horn antenna (i.e. the single sensor), the 2-bit programmable metasurface can randomly modulate and generate many different transmission patterns, which can provide adequate modes to solve the inverse scattering problem in the microwave imaging system. Compared with the recently excellent work for terahertz single-pixel imaging based on SLMs 12 , we can control the rows and columns of the metasurface aperture simultaneously using the 2-bit programmable coding metasurface, instead of tuning all unit cells independently 12 . For instance, for an N × N-element metasurface, we need only 2N random controls to the row and column, instead of N 2 independent controls to all elements 12 , which will reduce the costs and complexities of the imaging system significantly. Compared with the pioneer work on single-sensor imaging methods to transform the masks controlled by frequency using dispersive and resonance metasurfaces 9, 13, 14 , the proposed programmable imaging system with variable modulators under single frequency can avoid the object dispersion.
Results and Discussions
To realize the single-sensor and single-frequency imaging system, the core task is to propose the programmable spatial modulators controlled by digital codes. We choose here the transmit-array metasurface with high transmission amplitude and large phase variety as our spatial modulators. The unit cell of the programmable metasurface has two layers, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , in which each layer contains a switchable diode. For conveniently grounding, we use a metallic fishnet texture 39 in the edges of the unit cell. The positive voltages are loaded through via holes. On the top layer of the unit cell, the back feeding line is horizontal; while on the bottom layer, the back feeding line is vertical, which will perform the controls of rows and columns, respectively. We choose a commercially available "SMP 1320-079LF" as the switchable diode, whose parameters are introduced in the legend of Fig. 1 . When positive voltage is loaded though via hole, we define the state of the diode as "On"; when no voltage is loaded, the state is defined as "Off ". Thus, according to the structure of the two-layer unit cell, there are four states in the whole texture due to the dual responses in each layer. We indicate the four states as 2-bit binary codes: "11", "01", "10", and "00", respectively.
Here, we want to reconstruct the objects under a single frequency between 9 to 10 GHz. For this purpose, we first extract the parameters of the pin diode in this frequency band. An "R-L-C" series model is assumed and the extracted results are R = 0.06 Ω, L = 0.45 nH, and C = 0.25 pF when the loaded voltage is 0 V; and R = 0.17 Ω, L = 0.89 nH, and C = 2.75 pF when the loaded voltage is 3.3 V. By importing the "R-L-C" parameters into the commercial software, CST Microwave Studio, we can simulate the transmission performance of the unit cell (S21), as shown in Fig. 1 band, which satisfy the requirements to our single-sensor imaging. Based on the unit-cell design, we create a 5 × 5 transmission-type programmable metasurface, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . The thickness of the metasurface is 5 mm, which is close to λ/7 (λ is the wavelength at 9 GHz). We use FPGA to deliver the randomly binary codes, which control the high and zero voltages on the row and column lines to generate the 2-bit coding. Though each metasurface unit cell is not controlled individually, the row and column of the metasurface are manipulated simultaneously so that all unit cells possessing on their own spatial positions have independent 2-bit random codes.
In fact, we can generate many groups of "row and column" binary codes to randomly modulate the masks of the transmission-type programmable metasurface. Figure 2 (a-f) illustrate some selected transmission patterns through the metasurface obtained by full-wave numerical simulations. From Fig. 2(a-f) , we find that the appearances and gains of the transmission patterns are both discriminative under different programmable modulations. The results clearly demonstrate that, by using the proposed method (controlling "row and column" simultaneously) to manipulate the metasurface masks, we can obtain many different transmitting and receiving patterns, which are the essential for the single-sensor image reconstruction.
For the single-sensor and single-frequency imaging system, we need many different measurement modes, and thus many different metasurface patterns, to constitute a generalized system response matrix, which characterizes the signal sensed by the horn antenna for a given configuration of metasurface illuminated by the same horn antenna. The actual measurement signals under a given metasurface mode is related to the original object-area vector σ = (σ i ), i = 1, 2, … , N, through the generalized system response matrix G = (G pj ), p = 1, 2, … , P, j = 1, 2, … , N. The relationship amongs σ, G and the measurement data V = (V (p)
To interpret the establishment of Eq. (1), as shown in Fig. 3 , O is the original point of global coordinate system, which is the central point of the programmable metasurface aperture as well, and O′ is the central point of the image scene. For the metasurface with the pth pattern (p = 1, 2, … P, P indicates the total number of metasurface patterns for the whole imaging) configured by FPGA, the electrical field radiated from the horn antenna after experiencing through the metasurface reads 37 : ( ) with the acceptable accuracy for the imaging purpose because of the really complicated interactions among the metasurface elements and the microwave signal diffracted from the horn antenna. The summation involved in Eq. (2) is performed across the whole radiation elements of the metasurface. Other parameters introduced in Eq. (2) are explained as follows, i.e., f e denotes the radiation pattern of unit, k 0 is the operational wavenumber in free space, D is the size of the element and θ and ϕ are associated with polar and azimuth angles of r, respectively. For notable convenience, Eq. (2) is formally rewritten as 
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The imaging results of the three metallic objects at 9.2 GHz: the horizontal bar (f), the T-type object (g), and the T-type object rotated by 90 degrees (h).
, n r ( ) is the normal direction on the conducting object surface, and σ (r′ ) = 2 is associated with the conducting pixel, and being zero otherwise. It is noted that the geometrical optical approximation has been explicitly made for the smooth object in the second equality of Eq. (4). Now, following the standard Huygens's principle, we can immediately arrive at the scattered electrical field emerged from the probed object illuminated by Eq. (2), namely,
Herein, the dyadic Green's function reads With the use of the reciprocal property, the signal sensed by the horn antenna is:
Combing Eqs (2-5) with Eq. (7) leads to following linear expression relating the observation V (p) and the reflectivity of probed object σ (r′ ), namely,
For the purpose of numerical operation, the image scene is evenly divided into N sub-areas, in each the sub-RCS is defined as σ j (j = 0, 1… N). In order to avoid introducing too many notations, G pj (p = 0,1… P; j = 0, 1… N), calculated from Eq. (9), is used to represent the system response relating the pth observation and the jth pixel. Then, Eq. (8) can be cased into the compact form (Eq. (1)) after stacking all P measurements corresponding to P metasurface patterns.
In our design, both P and N are equal to 5 × 5 = 25 and the matrix G is composed of 25 × 25 = 625 units. Eq. (1) can be rewritten as V = Gσ for short. Hence it is obvious that σ = G −1 V when the matrix G is a square matrix. That is to say, if the object area to be reconstructed has 25 sub-object areas, the times of measurements must be 25 for solving the unknown sub-objects by using the directly inverse operation. Thus, the main purpose of the multi-times measurements under different programmable transmission modes is to build up the matrix equation.
According to the theory of single-sensor imaging, we present the flow chart of the whole imaging system, as shown in Fig. 3 . Here, the computer is the brain of the imaging system, which can control the vector network analyzer (VNA) and FPGA to further control the single source (i.e., the horn antenna) and the transmission-type programmable metasurface, respectively. We set the object to be reconstructed in the far-field region. First, the computer emits the random "row and column" binary codes stored in FPGA to complete the mask modulations. Then, the computer sends the orders of transmission and receiving to VNA. This situation can be considered as the single-times measurement in the imaging system. To build up the matrix equation, we should make 25 times (in this design) measurements under different programmable coding patterns at the same frequency. However, the unknown generalized system response matrix should be calibrated before the imaging experiments. To distinguish with the former metamaterial-based single-sensor imaging system, we apply the pin diodes controlled by voltages to change the transmission performance of the metasurface at single frequency, instead of using the dispersive characteristics of metasurfaces to avoid the object dispersion.
To further validate the new method of the single-sensor and single-frequency imaging system, we fabricate a sample of the transmission-type programmable metasurface and complete the imaging experiments. The sample is composed of 10 × 10 = 100 elements with the size of 140 × 140 mm 2 . However, in our experiment we can only use 5 × 5 = 25 elements in the center of the metasurface, which are efficiently illuminated by the horn antenna. Sufficiently different (or random) transmission patterns for the imaging system are generated by using the programmable coding elements. Considering to the exclusive calibration time of the generalized system response matrix, we only divide the object area to be solved into 25 sub-areas, and the size of each sub-area is 20 × 20 mm 2 (the resolution is about 2λ/3 at 9 GHz). More elements of the sample should be used if we want to reconstruct a bigger field of view (FOV) with high efficiency.
It is very important to calibrate the generalized system response matrix with regard to the imaging system by changing the transmission patterns. There exist two methods to get such matrix: 1) Acquire the near-filed currents on the imaging aperture, and then the far-filed transmission and receiving patterns will be obtained by applying the spatial Fourier transform; 2) Move a regular small metallic object for calibration in all sub-areas on the imaging plane to obtain the transmission and receiving performance in the manner of point-to-point scanning, which are the information of the system response function. According to the practicability, we choose the second method to make calibration, but the calibration process is complicated and time-consuming. The Labview software is applied to connect VNA (Agilent N5230C) and FPGA to the computer, which is also used to control the transmission and sampling of signals. We adopt the technology of background cancellation and loading the hardware time-domain gate to eliminate the effect of background noise. The intermediate frequency bandwidth is reduced for filtering the random noise in experiments. Figure 4(b) shows some calibration results of the generalized system response matrix under the change of coding patterns.
From Fig. 4(b) , we observe that the generalized system response matrix in each sub-area has irregular (or random) variety under different programmable coding patterns, and thus it is appropriate for reconstructing the object based on our imaging system. In experiments shown in Fig. 4(a) , we have reconstructed three metallic objects: a horizontal bar, a T-type object, and a T-type object rotated by 90 degrees, as displayed in Fig. 4(c-e) . The experimental imaging results at 9.2 GHz are presented in Fig. 4(f-h) , which clearly validates the efficiency of the single-sensor and single-frequency imaging system.
Conclusions
We have proposed a new transmission-type 2-bit programmable coding metasurface and further built up a single-sensor and single-frequency microwave imaging system. In design of the imaging system, we have realized to change the masks randomly using the programmable metasurface, in which the rows and columns can be controlled simultaneously by the binary codes. Compared to the conventional methods of single-sensor imaging, in which all unit cells are manipulated independently, the proposed imaging system can greatly reduced the cost and complexity of the feeding circuits. Because it is based on the single-frequency reconstruction without the frequency agility, this imaging system also avoids the object dispersion. The 2-bit programmable coding metasurface is composed of transmission-type elements to realize many different transmission patterns, which are the essential parts for solving the inverse problem in the single-sensor and single-frequency imaging. The proposed method is not only applicable for the far-filed imaging, but also for the near-field imaging, which will be studied in our future work. The new imaging system may also be extended to the terahertz frequencies.
